How Each Unit is Organized

Use your usual materials & supplement with ours! OR Use our new materials & supplement with yours!

Good! This way may be more responsive to Hawaiian students & their peers! Better! This way may be more responsive to teachers new to this approach!

Sample Menu & Highlights

Each unit begins with a “Menu” of options to browse or use in sequence.

Icons help to quickly identify the content, types of materials & activities for students (left columns), plus teacher materials & types of assessment (right column).

A Pre-Test in each unit helps survey student needs … a Post-Test extends this with alternate assessment (all can be edited in Word to test only what you decide to teach).

Subheadings group materials with related content … Page numbers are shown for each Part of the unit.

NOTE: All items in Part X and others (where indicated) are not printed in the binder pages … each unit has an Appendix that contains additional materials found on the compact disk in the binder pocket or online at: www.cds.hawaii.edu/kahana

Standards that are addressed or approached are given for each item (right column). They are also given in full with any applicable benchmarks for all high school subjects at the bottom of Unit Menus … Hawaiian Cultural Pathways are also identified there.